
Playing Commedia Training Guide To
Commedia Techniques
Commedia dell'arte is an Italian theatrical form that originated in the 16th century.
It is characterized by improvised performances with distinct characters, masks,
and physical comedy. Playing Commedia requires a specific set of skills and
techniques that can be learned through dedicated training.

Understanding Commedia Techniques

To effectively play Commedia characters, actors must understand the various
techniques associated with this art form. These techniques include:
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The Use of Masks

Masks are an essential aspect of Commedia dell'arte. They allow actors to
portray larger-than-life characters with exaggerated features and expressions.
Each mask represents a specific character archetype, such as the foolish servant
or the mischievous lover.
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Physicality and Gestures

Commedia dell'arte relies heavily on physical comedy and exaggerated gestures.
Actors must have a good understanding of their bodies and be able to move in a
way that adds to the comedic effect of the performance. Confidence in physicality
and well-executed gestures are crucial to successful Commedia acting.

Improvisation Skills

One of the defining features of Commedia dell'arte is its improvised nature.
Actors must be quick-witted and adept at improvising dialogue and actions. They
should be able to respond to unexpected situations and interact with their fellow
actors in a way that keeps the performance engaging and entertaining.

Training Guide to Commedia Techniques

Now that we have covered the key techniques involved in playing Commedia,
let's delve into a training guide that can help aspiring actors master these skills:

Physical Warm-up

Before diving into specific Commedia techniques, it's essential to warm up the
body. Engage in a series of stretching exercises and physical warm-up routines to
improve flexibility, coordination, and overall body awareness.

Body Awareness Exercises

Developing a keen sense of body awareness is crucial in Commedia dell'arte.
Focus on exercises that help you understand the movement of different body
parts, such as isolating movements of the arms, legs, and torso. This will
enhance your ability to control and manipulate your body during performances.

Character Study



Take the time to study the different Commedia character archetypes. Understand
their traits, physicality, and mannerisms. Experiment with embodying these
characters and exploring different ways to portray them authentically. Don't be
afraid to push boundaries and explore your creativity.

Improvisation Workshops

Engage in regular improvisation workshops to sharpen your quick-thinking skills.
Practice spontaneous dialogue and interactions with fellow actors. These
sessions will help you become comfortable with the improvised nature of
Commedia performances.

Mask Work

Working with masks is a vital component of Commedia dell'arte. Learn how to
properly wear and manipulate different types of masks. Experiment with
expressing emotions and character traits through mask work, as each mask
carries specific connotations and characteristics.

Playing Commedia is a unique and exciting experience that requires dedication
and training. By mastering the techniques discussed in this training guide, actors
can bring the vivid world of Commedia dell'arte to life. Remember, practice and
exploration are key to honing your skills and becoming a master of this timeless
art form.
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A practical guide to the skills, characters and history of Commedia Dell'Arte
through graded games and illustrated exercises - a useful tool in any actor's
training and a discipline for all forms of physical theatre.

Chapters include:

Warm-Up Games

Mime and Movement Games

Word Games

Using Face Masks

The Legacy of Commedia dell'Arte, a chapter looking at the individual Masks
or characters in the traditional Commedia dell'Arte.
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